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AbstrAct
Deinite noun phrases typically refer to entities that are uniquely identiiable 
in the speaker and addressee’s common ground. However, some deinite 
noun phrases (e.g. the hospital in Mary had to go the hospital and John did 
too) seem to violate uniqueness. We discuss a series of experiments that seek 
to understand some of the properties of this class of deinites. We consider 
most carefully the hypothesis that these “weak deinite” interpretations arise 
in implicitly “incorporated” constructions, attempting to provide a sketch of 
this hypothesis’ motivation and potential consequences. In our experiments 
we found that compared to regular deinites, the weak deinites need not refer 
uniquely, and readily trigger semantically enriched readings that compete 
effectively with normal inferences one might draw from a sentence. Perhaps 
the most surprising inding in the experiments is that nouns that could occur 
as weak deinites, also seemed to retain some of these “weak” properties 
even when expressed as indeinites.  We try and make sense of this within the 
“incorporation” framework.
Keywords
Deinite article, incorporation, weak deinites, weak reference, semantics, 
pragmatics.
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1. introduction 1
It has been known for some time that there are at least two forms of 
deiniteness.  Ebert (1971) discusses Fering, a Frisian dialect in which the dei-
nite article has two forms, what she calls the “A-article” and the “D-article”.
 masc.sg.  fem.sg. neut.sg. pl.
a-article:  a at at a
d-article:  di det det dön
The two articles are used in different ways. Very roughly, the a-article is em-
ployed where something like the object is taken as already known, as in the 
case of proper names, generics, or uniquely descriptive noun phrases; the d-
article is deictic in nature and used mostly in the case of discourse anaphora, 
and may be approximately characterized as “discourse familiarity.” Examples 
(1) and (2) are from Fering:
(1) (d-article) Oki hee jister an hingst keeft. di hingst leept üüb stuuven.
  ‘Yesterday Oki bought a horse. the horse is in the paddock.’
(2) (a-article) Hi skraft me a lachter hun.
  ‘He writes with the left hand.’ (Ebert 1971)
This brief characterization is imprecise, of course but this and subsequent 
work on other Germanic dialects with differing deinite articles (e.g. Hartmann 
1982) establishes that at least two classes of deinites can be identiied.
Until about the mid-1990’s, most of the work on deiniteness focused 
on data in which the two different roles of deinites were not clearly distin-
guished, the work of Löbner (1985) approaching the territory. However, it was 
Poesio (1994) who noted instances of noun phrases in which the context pro-
vided within the NP itself served to justify the use of the deinite article, as in 
the example:
(3) John got these data from the student of a linguist.
Poesio dubbed such instances “weak” in interpretation, and so the notion 
of a “weak deinite”. Barker (2005) focused on a subclass of Poesio’s weak 
examples, giving an analysis of such cases as:
(4) Look for the huge whale on the side of the building.
1. This paper is based on Klein et al. (2013). Readers will ind more details of the 
experiments and their results described there. We wish to thank Claire Beyssade and an 
anonymous referee for comments that sharpened and improved this paper markedly. Work 
on this project was supported by NIH grant HD27206.
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We assume a building has more than one side, yet the deinite here is felicitous. 
The notion of “weak” deiniteness is taken up in comprehensively in Schwarz 
(2009).
Carlson and Sussman (2005) and Carlson et al. (2006) argue that there 
is a further class of “weak” deinites to be recognized which likewise seem to 
defy uniqueness. Take the example of the hospital in (3), and contrast it with 
“the arena” in the following dialogue:
(5) Sarah: Where did they take the hurricane victims?
 Otto: To the arena/to the hospital.
 Sarah: Which one?
 Otto: I don’t know.
Otto’s answer, I don’t know, is not felicitous if one uses the arena; in this case 
Otto’s use of a deinite noun phrase suggests that he is referring to a particular 
arena that has already been established as a part of the interlocutors’ common 
ground. However, the same answer, I don’t know, which seems an odd response 
following a typical deinite like the arena, is natural when the antecedent is 
instead the hospital. The intuition is that despite having the form of a deinite 
noun phrase, the hospital need not introduce or refer to a uniquely identiiable 
referent, though, of course, this standard referential reading may also be available.
It turns out that there is a class of such deinites in English, as in “read 
the newspaper”, “check the calendar”, “take the train”, and “(be) at the beach”. 
However, this class is not the same as a NP with a deinite article. Such cases 
have a cluster of properties associated with them. For example in (6a) below, 
although radio allows a weak interpretation in a deinite noun phrase, this is 
not necessarily true of related nouns like record in example (6b):
(6) a. Benedict listened to the radio, and Tracy did too.
 b. Benedict listened to the record, and Tracy did too.
Example (6a) allows a weak interpretation in which Benedict and Tracy liste-
ned to different radios, but (6b) does not. While it seems plausible for Tracy 
to have listened to a different copy of the same record (i.e., a different token 
of the same album), it is not consistent with the sentence for Tracy to have 
listened to a record with different content; if Benedict had been listening to 
some recording of Blood on the Tracks, Tracy could not have been listening to 
Modern Times.
Although weak deinite interpretations in English are lexically restric-
ted, the noun is not the sole determinant of a weak interpretation. Restrictive 
modiication, as with the adjective in (7), typically forces a regular deinite 
interpretation:
(7) Benedict listened to the new radio and Tracy did too.
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Modifying radio with new emphasizes one property of a referent, which sets 
this radio apart from other possible radios. Thus the modiied phrase supports 
only a typical deinite interpretation.
Weak deinites are further restricted by the need to co-occur with, or 
be “governed by,” certain other lexical items—verbs and prepositions. For 
example, look at the radio or park near the hospital do not have weak rea-
dings despite the fact that the noun (radio, hospital) under other circumstances 
allows a weak reading.
The lexical restrictions and co-occurrence sensitivity of weak deinite 
noun phrases raises the possibility that they are idioms, where a closed set 
of words and phrases lead to a richer meaning than their literal components 
would suggest. While we take “idioms” to be a part of a gradient class of 
collocations (Nunberg et al. 1994; see also Goldberg 1995), weak deinites do 
not share all the characteristics of those collocations most commonly referred 
to as idiomatic. Like idioms, the particular identity of the noun is critical to 
accessing the enriched meaning. Unlike idioms, however, the noun’s regu-
lar meaning contributes to the whole: there is some hospital involved in (5) 
and some radio in (6), whereas for an idiom like let the cat out of the bag, 
there is neither a cat nor a bag involved. Furthermore, unlike idioms, syno-
nymous contextual words in weak deinite phrases often can be interchanged 
while preserving the enriched and non-unique interpretation, as in example 
(8), where took the bus, rode the bus and caught the bus all allow weak inter-
pretations. In contrast, this is not typically true for idioms, as is illustrated in 
example (9). The idiomatic interpretation of bit the bullet is not available for 
the related verbs nibbled and chewed.
(8) Jed took/rode/caught the bus. 
(9) Roxy bit/nibbled/chewed the bullet.
This holds not only for opaque idioms like those just mentioned, but extends 
to those with some degree of compositionality, like “take the lead” or “make 
a face” (AmEng;  BE “pull a face”). The sense of “drop the matter” (“stop tal-
king about it”) does not survive in “release the matter” nor in “drop the thing”.
Although weak reference is incompatible with restrictive modiication, 
weak deinites can have certain types of modiiers in them nonetheless, unlike 
most idioms (Aguilar-Guevera and Schulpen, 2012). This class of deinites has 
further characteristics. In languages with singular/plural marking, generally 
only one form, usually but not always the singular, allows for such an interpre-
tation. Plural forms are possible, as in (go to) “the movies”, (do) “the dishes”, 
or (be from) “the sticks” (i.e. a remote, rural place). They are not found (nor-
mally) in subject position, even of passivized sentences.
Perhaps their most salient semantics diagnostic, apart from non-unique 
reference, is their “semantic enrichment”. There is typically a certain amount 
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of “extra meaning” associated with weak readings, in contrast to the regular 
deinite readings. Consider the examples of (10):
(10) a. Going to the store is going to a store and more…(shopping)
 b. Being in the hospital is being in a hospital, and more…(healing)
 c. Looking at the calendar is looking at a calendar, and more…
 (gathering information)
The type of semantic enrichment depends upon the collocation, but in cases 
such as the above it amounts to something like “using the object for its custo-
mary purpose”, with a degree of habituality of action normally implied.
It is noted in Carlson and Sussman (2005) and Carlson (2006) that all 
the characteristics above, save the singular/plural distinction, are also proper-
ties of a class of English bare singulars (Stvan 1999). Such a class of deinite 
noun phrases with the same set of types of interpretations and restrictions can 
be identiied in languages other than English, including the Romance and Cel-
tic languages, and beyond, including possibly languages in which there is no 
deinite article (e.g. Lee 2012).
In what follows, we will outline irst a hypothesis about how these weak 
deinites are to be accounted for in the syntax and semantics, and then we will 
present and discuss a series of experiments that are mostly based on that analy-
sis to see where it leads us. We are not going to be dealing with the entire range 
of examples that Poesio notes. Schwarz (2009) presents an analysis that holds 
of the entire range, but he has trouble subsuming our class into his otherwise 
quite general analysis. We believe that this is because the “weak deinites” we 
are examining require a special analysis that we present in the next section. 
After we present some experimental results, we then conclude with our view 
of where this leaves us.
2. the “incorporation” analysis
At present there is no consensus regarding a linguistic analysis that 
accounts for the presence of the deinite article in the weak deinite construc-
tions we examine here. An account is presently being explored form a number 
of different perspectives (e.g. for one such account, see Schwarz 2012). Our 
strategy in this paper is not to argue that any of the proposals are incorrect 
(and ours, correct), but rather to inject more data derived from experimentation 
into the discussion, that may bear on the question of how best to analyze the 
construction (or, indeed, if there is any such “construction” at all). In order to 
do this, we will outline the rationale for adopting one analysis that seems to 
us to make a good deal of sense as a means of accounting for the types of data 
we have already encountered, but more importantly to serve as a guide in our 
experimental investigations.
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We begin by asking, if the deinite article in a weak deinite does not 
contribute something like uniqueness or familiarity (which we will take as so for 
the moment), what is it doing there? One immediate solution would be to treat 
the deinite article as a syntactic marker in the case of these weak deinites, with-
out semantic import. It is inserted in order to satisfy some syntactic condition, 
devoid of semantic import. Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (1992) and Longobardi 
(1994) provide some precedent for this approach. Support for this view comes 
from the fact that weak deinites often lexically alternate with a “bare singular” 
construction in English, yet the two constructions seem to mean almost exactly 
the same thing. For example, to be in jail without the article means almost the 
same thing as to be in the slammer (a colloquial term for prison), which has 
the deinite article; neither phrase requires unique reference and both are used 
almost exclusively to describe convicts serving time, not simply people visiting 
or working in a prison. Moreover, whether a weak deinite or a bare singular is 
used sometimes differs across dialects. In American English, to be in the hos-
pital has the same meaning as the British English, to be in hospital. And for 
many speakers, the weak reading of on the television/radio/stage has the same 
meaning as to be on television/radio/stage. These observations are consistent 
with the hypothesis that the deinite article contributes nothing to the meaning.
A second alternative, pursued by Aguilar-Guevara and colleagues 
(Aguilar-Guevara and Zwarts 2011), and one with some experimental support, 
is that the weak deinite noun phrase is a generic NP, denoting a kind of thing 
and not an individual. This alternative treats the deinite article as making its 
usual semantic contribution (or at least the one made in the case of deinite 
generics), yet it does not result in any uniqueness of individual objects since 
the reference is generic. This also has the merit of predicting the correct form 
of the article used in weak deinites in those languages where there is a bifur-
cation in the form of the deinite article—use the one that the generic uses. 
This is the case in Fering, where the a-article (which we take to be the “weak” 
form—note its paradigm makes fewer distinctions than the d-article’s does) is 
the one also used for generics.
A third alternative is that weak deinites are parts of “incorporated” struc-
tures, at least in terms of their semantic composition, though it seems clearly 
not in terms of syntax/morphology. Mathieu (2006) presents such an analysis 
of certain constructions in French that are manifestly not incorporated gram-
matically. Incorporation, in languages where there is a syntactic/ morphological 
difference, is a process whereby two words in a phrasal grammatical relation-
ship are fused to form a unit that has the status of a word (Baker 1986, 1998; 
Mithun 1984; see also Massam 2001). The most detailed studies have concerned 
verbs forming incorporated units with their objects and other arguments (“noun-
incorporation”), but prepositions may form units with their objects as well. In 
incorporated structures no articles appear; only the bare nominal form of the 
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object is expressed. The semantics of noun-incorporation is fairly well described 
(Dayal 1999, 2011; Farkas and de Swart 2003; Chung and Ladusaw 2004; van 
Geenhoven 1998). There is general agreement that incorporated structures have 
the truth-conditional semantics of narrow-scope and usually number-neutral 
indeinites (being neither singular nor plural). There is also some precedent for 
attributing the semantics of incorporation to structures that do not create word 
units, as in “pseudo-incorporation” (Massam 2001; Dayal 2011) or in forms that 
appear similar to weak deinites (Mathieu 2006). In likening our weak deinites 
to incorporated structures, we are not taking the deinite article to be a part of the 
incorporated structures themselves. As we will see below, rather, we will taking 
the role of the deinite article to contribute its customary “weak” meaning, but 
at a place in the derivation that is “outside” the structure. So when we liken so-
mething like “take the bus” to an implicitly incorporated structure (“bus-take”), 
we are only concerned with the contributions of the combination of the lexical 
items themselves plus the contribution of the incorporated structure.
An incorporation framework that likens weak deinite constructions 
to incorporated structures suggests an explanation for properties that appear 
characteristic of weak deinites. Many grammarians have emphasized the im-
plied “habituality” of the action expressed by an incorporated form (i.e., it is 
something of a type one usually does in the normal course of things); many 
also note that numerous incorporated forms give rise to what we will refer to as 
semantic enrichment or an enriched interpretation. The term semantic “enrich-
ment” as we use it is inspired by Levinson’s (2000) use of the term “pragmatic 
enrichment” to describe similar phenomena. A semantically enriched interpre-
tation is viewed as a construction property, in the sense of Goldberg (1995), 
and for our purposes, helps characterize differences between the conventional 
meanings of the weak versus regular deinites.
Consider the following example. To “kill reindeer” in Chukchee (Dunn, 
1999) means what one expects, but the fused, incorporated form roughly equi-
valent to “reindeer-kill” means that one is killing reindeer as a part of food 
preparation, which is the most common purpose for killing the reindeer in that 
culture. Such semantic enrichment is commonplace in these structures, not just 
in Chuckchee but across most languages with the structure in it. While English 
obviously does not have incorporation in the formal morphological sense, we 
believe all of the described semantic characteristics attributed to incorporated 
forms are also attributable to weak deinites. In other words, there is a reason 
to think that weak deinites (and corresponding bare singulars) are interpreted 
as if they are formed from incorporated structures. This means that their key 
lexical items appear as constituents of the calculated meaning. For instance, 
take the train on its weak reading has train+take as a part of its meaning, which 
is interpreted as one would an incorporated form.
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An incorporation analysis also provides a potential explanation for why 
the deinite article does not seem to make its customary contribution in these 
constructions. In particular, the semantic composition does not correspond to the 
surface syntactic composition. If we represent the meaning of the deinite article 
as DEF and lexical items as their primed counterparts, a regular deinite (e.g. 
“read the book”) would to a irst approximation have a syntax roughly like:
 [VP read [NP [Art the] [N book]]]
and have an interpretation as follows:
 read′(DEF(book′)).
In contrast, a weak deinite such as that occurring in the weak reading of “read 
the newspaper” would have a similar syntax,
 [VP read [NP [Art the] [N newspaper]]]
but a different compositional structure:
 DEF(read′(newspaper′))
This compositional structure appears unusual to say the least, a matter we return 
to below, but we believe it has several promising properties that capture salient 
features of weak deinites. First, the noun phrase is no longer semantically dei-
nite; rather, the noun “newspaper” is combined directly with the verb, as it is in 
incorporation structures in languages where the combination of N and V is overt 
in the syntax/morphology. As mentioned earlier, the characteristic semantics 
of the object is that of a narrow-scope weak indeinite. And, we believe, this is 
an appropriate description of the truth-conditions of weak deinites in English.
Second, since the V (or, the P in such cases as “(be) in the hospital”) 
and the N form a constituent by themselves without intervening material, the 
formal dependency between them is more transparently stated than in a theory 
in which extra material is included. In English, in particular, it expresses the 
requirement that the two items must be adjacent.
Finally, while the deiniteness is not associated with the NP, it is asso-
ciated with the V-N (or P-N) combination. In this case, it expresses something 
like a “familiar” type of activity, one whose cultural currency is independently 
established and encoded in the grammar in this way—one already presumed 
known. This notion of “familiarity” is a commonly noted feature of incorpo-
ration in many languages. This does not mean, of course, that just any acti-
vity that is familiar to a given individual, or even large groups of individuals, 
is necessarily going to be expressed this way; instead, the language will en-
code some such familiar activities this way and it is only partially predictable 
which ones will be selected. We conceive of these structures as a an example 
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of something corresponding to name creation—in this case the “naming” of 
“familiar” activities. This approach provides us with at the beginnings of a 
principled approach for understanding why the deinite article may appear in 
some instances (“(be) in the slammer”) but not in others ((be) “in jail”), as with 
proper names. The approach, like others, also predicts that it is the “weak” 
article, associated with names, that will be the form chosen in such cases as 
that of Fering. Which is again a correct prediction.
However, one is quite right to be skeptical of the analysis since it would 
require the deinite article to combine not only with nominal meanings, but 
with (at least) PP and VP meanings as well.  Consider, for instance, what an 
analysis of “go to the hospital” would be in the weak sense.  The DEF would 
scope over the incorporated P-N form, roughly DEF([
PP
 to′-hospital′]). How-
ever, the interpretation of this whole would still need to be the same semantic 
type as a regular directional PP, albeit it now one that carries the enrichment 
associated with the situation of receiving health care. This is necessary since 
the verb of directed motion can vary retaining the enrichment—one can travel 
to the hospital, walk, limp, crawl, bicycle, skate there (etc.), all in the weak 
sense.  It is at present an unmet challenge to provide a detailed analysis of an 
article meaning that would be able to combine with nominals, PP’s, and VP’s 
and retain a single sense.  However, the single notion of “(cultural) familiarity” 
makes it seem a promising venture. Also, in a way the incorporation analysis 
we are assuming makes it very hard to distinguish it from the “kinds” analysis 
discussed above. This is because the meaning of the incorporated bare nominal 
form is “generic” in the sense that it does not have the capacity for individual 
reference. So the issue for us is primarily the compositional role of the deinite 
article, and not primarily about generic interpretations.
Finally, and as a footnote we will return to shortly, there are two plau-
sible ways of describing the “incorporation” hypothesis her. One is that the 
deinite article may scope over the V-N (or P-N) combination. Or, one could it 
is an article that may do so—which would include the possibility of indeinite 
articles playing a similar role.
3.  experiments
We now present a series of experiments, most of which are described in 
much more detail in Klein (2011) and in Klein et al. (2013). For our purposes 
we will only present the “bare bones” of the design, statistical analysis, and 
materials. While generally based on the “incorporation” account sketched 
above, the import of the conclusions is expected to affect anyone’s analysis of 
the phenomenon.
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experiment 1.
This is a “basic” experiment to make sure weak deinites are experi-
mentally distinguishable from regular deinites. Experiment 1 examines whe-
ther weak deinites carry the same uniqueness constraints as regular deinite 
NPs. If so, we expect that in a situation where a particular referent matching 
the description has previously been introduced into the discourse, listeners 
should interpret the deinite NP as referring to that object; if, on the other hand, 
weak deinites do not refer uniquely, then listeners should be willing to inter-
pret a weak deinite NP as referring to another object matching the description 
that has not been previously introduced. We created situations in which we 
can infer participants’ interpretations by asking them to act out scenarios by 
moving magnetic pictures around on a metal board.
Eighteen members of the University of Rochester community partici-
pated in the experiment for pay. Participants all had normal or corrected-to- 
normal vision and were native speakers of American English. Participants 
listened to scenarios containing both a irst and second mention of either a 
weak deinite or regular deinite noun phrase, as in:
(11)  Rudy is a very literary guy. Today he wrote in his diary. 
 Then, Rudy read the newspaper/book. 
 This afternoon, Patty read the newspaper/book too.
Twelve nouns with weak deinite readings (e.g. newspaper) and readily depicted 
referents were chosen from examples in the literature. For each weak deinite noun, 
a similar noun without a weak deinite interpretation (e.g. book) was chosen as its 
regular deinite match; twelve scenarios like those in (11) were created so that the 
critical noun could either be a weak deinite noun, or a matched regular deinite.
Scenarios were pre-recorded with a naïve male speaker who was ins-
tructed to maintain a naturalistic and non-contrastive prosody. The irst part of 
each scenario referred to a distracter object in the visual display (e.g., diary 
in example (11)); the second part referred to the critical noun using a dei-
nite noun phrase; the third repeated that critical deinite noun phrase. Partici-
pants were instructed to act out the narrated scenario as it unfolded by using 
magnetic images on the metal board. Following work by Brown-Schmidt and 
Tanenhaus (2006, 2008), which demonstrated that listeners assume that areas 
with visual boundaries are distinct referential domains, we created two implicit 
domains on our magnet boards by painting each half a different color. Each 
referential domain contained magnets with images of a person (a male on one 
side, and a female on the other), a non-identical token of a distracter object, 
and a non-identical token of the critical noun. For example, each character 
might have a different newspaper or book. Without this domain restriction, the 
task would have strongly favored the regular deinite interpretation: nearly any 
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noun phrase that can be interpreted as a weak deinite can also be interpreted 
as a regular deinite, and pilot results suggested that participants would have a 
strong bias to select and manipulate an object they had previously moved. Fi-
gure 1 shows a schematic version of the setup of the magnets and metal board.
Figure 1
Our domain restriction design manipulation proved to be very strong; 
in pilot work, we found that participants were reluctant to cross domains by 
moving an object from, for example, the yellow (left) side of the magnet board 
to the blue (right) side of the board. Therefore, we included some illers that 
required objects to cross domains. Participants were instructed to use the 
magnets to act out the narratives as they heard them. They were given three 
practice trials at the beginning of the experiment, and if they had no questions 
afterward, the experiment began immediately. Sessions were video recorded, 
so that subjects’ actions could be coded and analyzed later.
results. In 73 percent of the trials with weak deinite noun phrases, partici-
pants selected the new token as the inal referent, which corresponds to a non-
unique interpretation of the deinite phrase. In contrast, participants selected 
the new token only 34 percent of the time with regular deinite noun phrases. 
The results are statistically signiicant.
Our results conirm the predicted difference between weak and regular dei-
nite noun phrases. By choosing the new token for weak deinite noun phrases, 
participants indicated that they did not interpret the weak deinite as requiring 
a unique referent. Instead, it seemed that participants preferred to replicate the 
event-type (e.g. doing newspaper-reading with whichever newspaper was pre-
sent in the character’s domain) rather than selecting one unique token to use 
throughout the enactment of the scenario (e.g. consistently manipulating a par-
ticular one of the two newspaper magnets). It was surprising, however, that par-
ticipants selected the new token as frequently as they did for the regular deinite 
noun phrases. The most likely explanation for the relatively high proportion of 
new tokens selected for regular deinites is that the implicit domain restriction 
we created using the colored backgrounds was extremely effective; it discou-
raged our participants from crossing domains despite our efforts to encourage 
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them to do so with our use of illers. In post-experimental brieings, many par-
ticipants reported that they felt hesitant to cross domains, even on those iller 
trials that left them with no other choice. Overall then, our results are consistent 
with the hypothesis that weak deinites do not require a unique referent.
experiment 2.
Experiment 2 examines the referential properties of weak deinites using 
a task that does not depend on domain restriction. In a series of scene-veriication 
judgments, participants were asked to rate the naturalness of a description for a 
picture that contained either two people involved in the same event with the same 
object (e.g., two characters riding a single bus) or two people involved in different 
events with distinct objects (e.g. two characters riding two different buses); we 
call these one- and two-token scenes, respectively. If weak deinite noun phrases 
do not refer uniquely, two-token scenes should be judged to be more natural when 
paired with a description containing a weak deinite than when paired with a des-
cription containing a regular deinite. One-token scenes were included to rule out 
the possibility that effects were simply due to the plausibility or familiarity of the 
events (bus-riding versus bicycle-riding) and how they were depicted. We also 
compared the ratings of descriptions containing matched (singular) indeinites 
with those of descriptions containing regular and weak (singular) deinites in a 
irst attempt to tease apart the role that the deinite and indeinite article might play 
in constructions that allow weak deinite interpretations.
Thirty-three members of the University of Rochester community par-
ticipated in this study for pay. All were native speakers of American English 
with normal or corrected-to- normal vision.
Experiment 2 used a 2×2×2 design, crossing the number of tokens depic-
ted in the scene (one or two) with the type of article (deinite or indeinite) and 
with the type of noun (regular or weak). We will call the condition where a weak 
noun is expressed with the indeinite article a “weak indeinite.” Descriptions 
were constructed using a conjoined noun phrase subject, as in (12) below:
(12)  Dean and Anne rode a/the bike/bus.
The descriptions were paired with illustrations that showed either one or two 
tokens of the critical noun (e.g. bike or bus). An example of each type is shown 
in the left-hand and right-hand panels of Figure 2.
Figure 2
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In the one-token conditions, we expect that all noun/article combinations should 
be rated highly; it is perfectly felicitous for a bike, the bike, a bus or the bus to 
describe a scene in which there is only one bike, or only one bus. It is in the 
two-token conditions that we anticipate differences will arise. Speciically, we 
predict that participants will rate two-token scenes as worse matches for regular 
deinite descriptions. For example, Dean and Anne rode the bike is not an ideal 
description for a picture showing Dean and Anne each riding a distinct bicycle, 
since in such a scene, the deinite noun phrase cannot refer uniquely. However, if 
weak deinites, as we hypothesize, do not refer uniquely and appear to be num-
ber-neutral, weak deinite sentences should be preferable matches for two-token 
scenes and thus rated higher, since the lack of a unique referent should not matter. 
For the regular deinite noun phrases, the indeinites serve as a check 
on the strength of the manipulation. We expect that for nouns that allow only 
a regular deinite interpretation, indeinites would be rated as better matches 
than deinites for two-token scenes, whereas no difference is predicted between 
indeinites and deinites for nouns that allow weak reference. Fillers were 
constructed by creating sentence/scene pairs for which there was either a very 
clear semantic match, or a very clear mismatch.
Scenes and sentences were presented simultaneously on a computer mo-
nitor. Participants were instructed to rate the appropriateness of the written des-
criptions for each picture on a seven-point scale, with seven being the most ap-
propriate. Participants were given three practice trials during which they could 
ask questions of the experimenter before beginning the actual experiment.
As expected, when only one token of the critical noun was pictured, 
all descriptions were rated as being highly appropriate (with averages of 6 or 
higher). For the two-token pictures, the ratings depended upon both noun type 
(weak or regular) and type of article (deinite or indeinite). We found a signi-
icant three-way interaction between number of tokens, article type, and noun 
type (ß = −0.46, SE = 0.15, p < 0.01). The three-way interaction arises because 
effects of article type and noun type arise only in the two-token pictures.
We then conducted analyses using only trials with two tokens pictured. 
As anticipated, regular nouns received lower naturalness ratings than weak de-
inites; the weak deinite noun phrases (e.g. rode the bus) received the highest 
average acceptability rating (mean rating = 4.82). Weak indeinites (e.g. rode 
a bus) were rated only slightly lower than weak deinites (mean rating = 4.71), 
and still lower were regular indeinites (e.g. rode a bike) (mean rating = 4.24), 
with regular deinites (e.g. rode the bike) being least acceptable (mean rating = 
3.67. Overall, our results indicate that nouns allowing weak reference are ge-
nerally more acceptable with two-token pictures than nouns that do not allow 
such an interpretation, and that this difference is greater among deinite than 
indeinite noun phrases. Regular deinites are signiicantly less acceptable with 
these scenes than regular indeinites are; however, this is not true for weak 
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nouns, where deinites are numerically, but not statistically, better than indei-
nites for describing two-token scenes.
Our results provide further support for the hypothesis that weak deinites 
do not refer uniquely in the way that regular deinites do. But the results for the 
indeinites paint a more complex picture. Weak indeinites are rated as slightly 
more acceptable with two referents than are regular indeinites and they are 
given ratings similar to those of weak deinites. When the noun can take a weak 
reading, it does not seem to matter much (for this task) whether the noun phrase 
is deinite or indeinite. Recall that one of the novel predictions of the incorpora-
tion analysis is that even when paired with an indeinite article, nouns that allow 
for a weak deinite interpretation might be preferentially interpreted as evoking 
an event of a conventional sort rather than an individual. That is, in the sentence 
Jerome and Sandy rode a bus, the activity of bus-riding rather than any speciic 
bus-entity may be evoked (if there are actually “weak indeinites” alongside 
“weak deinites”), in much the same way that corresponding weak deinite NP’s 
(e.g. the bus) appear not to uniquely refer. We further explore the relationship 
between weak deinites and weak indeinites in Experiment 3.
experiment 3.
The results from Experiments 1 and 2 provide support for the hypothe-
sis that weak deinite NP’s do not uniquely refer to token objects. This is 
consistent also with a kind-referring approach as well, where enrichment is 
also provided for.  The results do not directly address the question of what 
interpretations comprehenders assign to weak deinite NP’s. One hypothesis, 
which is consistent with Experiments 1 and 2, is that weak deinite construc-
tions (not the weak deinite NP’s themselves) describe an event or activity 
type, which would rule out the possibility of having as a constituent part an 
individual discourse referent (then it would not be a type of appropriate gene-
rality). As a result, weak deinite constructions convey information associated 
with that activity. When we say someone is in the hospital, we seem to convey 
not only that they are physically located in a hospital, but also that they are 
there getting medical treatment. In fact, the most colloquial weak deinites 
(such as the slammer (i.e., prison) in (13)) show enrichment so salient that it 
becomes dificult to cancel or override the enriched interpretation, as demons-
trated in the contrast between (13a) and (13b). In (13a), which is completely 
felicitous, the second clause is consistent with the enriched interpretation (i.e., 
serving time). In contrast, (13b), where the second clause strongly favors a 
regular deinite reading, is distinctly odd:
(13) a. The plumber was in the slammer, because he didn’t pay his taxes.
 b. The plumber was in the slammer, because a pipe burst in cellblock 4. 
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Experiment 3 explicitly tests the enrichment hypothesis by building on this ob-
servation to examine whether the conventional associations of an event, such 
as going to the hospital to get medical treatment, will override the speciic pro-
perties normally associated with agents, such as the mailman delivering mail.
With regard to weak deinite constructions, there appear to be two main 
categories of enrichment involved: some (e.g. play the piano, read the newspaper, 
walk the dog) seem to convey that the activity is a commonly exercised activity, 
while others, particularly the ones denoting destinations (e.g. (go) to the store, 
(be) at the store, (go) to the hospital, (be) in the hospital, etc.) express enrichment 
related to the typical service received at that location. We chose to restrict our 
efforts to this latter set of weak deinites for practical reasons: scenarios in which 
people visit a destination for a non-canonical reason are more plausible than si-
milar scenarios for regularly exercised-activity weak deinites. For example, a 
mailman going to a store to deliver mail rather than to shop is not odd in the way 
that a person taking out the trash to show it off to the neighbors (and not for the 
sake of disposal) is odd. For our items, we chose agents with strongly associated 
prototypical activities (e.g., mailman, cab driver, pizza guy, etc.), as in (14).
(14) The FedEx driver had to go to the farm/hospital.
In (14), when the destination is a regular deinite (the farm) we might infer 
that the FedEx driver was making a delivery to the farm (making deliveries 
is a typical activity for a FedEx driver). But if, as we hypothesize, weak dei-
nites serve to introduce semantically enriched meanings related to conventio-
nal events associated with the noun, when the driver’s destination is a weak 
deinite noun phrase (such as the hospital), comprehenders might instead infer 
that the FedEx driver needed medical treatment and was not making a deli-
very to the hospital. In this way, weak deinites might inluence what listeners 
understand such sentences to represent: listeners’ assumptions based on the 
agent might be overridden by the enriched meanings of weak deinites, which 
could in turn affect the underlying mental representation of a described event.
experiment 3a. Eighteen members of the University of Rochester community 
participated in the experiment for pay. All were native speakers of American 
English. Experiment 3a compared weak deinites and regular deinites in an in-
terview-style task, in which participants were asked about their interpretations 
of sentences like the one in (14). Our experimental items were constructed by 
pairing a random noun/subject from a list of agents that have well-known pro-
totypical activities with a random destination goal from a list of weak deinite 
places. A matched regular deinite destination was chosen to be the basis of 
comparison for the weak deinites.
Participants were seated at one computer within the lab, and a research 
assistant, who served as the “interviewer,” was seated at another computer. 
The participant and the interviewer were able to see and talk to each other, 
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but could not see each other’s screens. Participants were instructed to read the 
sentences presented to them on their computer screen and visualize the scene 
that the sentence described. The interviewer then asked the participant a yes/
no question to establish whether or not the participant had imagined a scene 
in which the agent of the sentence was engaging in their prototypical agentive 
role. The interviewer recorded each yes/no answer as it was given. The inter-
viewer then asked the participant to describe the scene she had imagine. An 
example trial is presented in (15):
(15) Text on Screen: the fed ex driver had to go to the farm/hospital. 
 RA: Was the Fed Ex driver making a delivery in the scene you imagined? 
 [Subject responds yes or no.]
 RA: Describe the scene you imagined.
 [Participant responds by describing the scene in her own words.] 
This set-up allowed us to assess whether the use of a weak deinite as the desti-
nation would result in an enriched reading that “cancelled out” inferences about 
the typical activities of the agent. That is, we could examine whether delivering 
packages or getting medical treatment emerged as the stronger inference.
results. Participants were more likely to answer “no” (indicating they did 
not imagine the agent engaging in his or her prototypical activity) when they 
read sentences with weak deinites than when they read sentences with regular 
deinites (71% “no” responses vs 40% “no” responses).
Our results demonstrate that after reading a sentence containing a weak 
deinite destination, participants were more likely to say that the agent was not 
performing their conventional role or prototypical activity in the scene they 
imagined, and after reading a sentence containing a regular deinite, they were 
more likely to say that the agent was performing their conventional role. This 
pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that weak deinites evoke a canonical 
activity type, and that this enrichment often overrides event biases that may be 
conveyed by the sentence’s agent.
The descriptions given by participants provide further evidence that 
enrichment drives the difference in “yes” and “no” responses between weak 
deinites and regular deinites. For example, our annotations of the responses 
indicated that when participants answer “no” to the direct question asked in 
(11), they almost always give descriptions in which some typical motivation 
for the activity of hospital-going is mentioned (i.e., “the driver got sick”, “the 
driver hurt himself”); these responses were most common with weak deinite 
destination nouns. “Yes” responses in our data are almost always associated 
with descriptions in which typical associations with the agent are mentioned 
(i.e., “the driver had to make a delivery”, “the driver was dropping off a pac-
kage”); such responses were more likely to occur when the destination noun 
did not allow a weak interpretation, such as the farm.
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experiment 3b. Recall that the incorporation framework predicts that there 
should also be weak indeinite noun phrases. If that is the case then, nouns that 
can take a weak deinite interpretation are also more likely to be interpreted 
in an enriched manner when paired with the indeinite article. Experiment 3b 
examines the interpretations of weak indeinites by using the same method as 
was used in Experiment 3a.
Sixteen members of the University of Rochester community participa-
ted in the experiment for pay. All were native speakers of American English. 
Experiment 3b used the same design and materials as Experiment 3a, except 
that the deinite article in each item was replaced with the indeinite article.
We see a similar pattern of results for Experiment 3b as we did in Expe-
riment 3a; overall, participants gave more “no” responses with weak indei-
nites than with regular indeinites (71.1% and 49% “no” responses, respecti-
vely). These results are strong but marginally signiicant (p < 0.06). However, 
when we combine the results from Experiment 3a and 3b and analyze them in 
the same fashion, with article type (either deinite or indeinite) as an additio-
nal ixed effect, we do not ind a signiicant interaction between noun phrase-
type and article-type.
So, when participants read a sentence with a “weak indeinite” (i.e. an 
indeinite article but a noun that can host a weak reading in the deinite), they 
were more likely to say that the agent was not performing their canonical role 
in the scene they imagined. This is consistent with the idea that these weak 
nouns might be preferentially interpreted as conveying an enriched meaning, 
even when paired with the indeinite article. The descriptions given by parti-
cipants also lend support to this idea, since they show the same pattern as in 
Experiment 3a: when the participant responds with “no” to the direct question, 
he or she almost always includes information in their description relating to 
the activity associated with the destination noun, just as in Experiment 3a. We 
also did a follow-up experiment to address some potential criticisms in this 
experiment. It showed the same results.
experiment 4.
The incorporation framework allows for the prediction that nouns that 
appear in weak deinite phrases also have weak indeinite readings in the same 
sentential contexts, and the data from Experiment 3b, and to a lesser extent 
Experiment 2, support this hypothesis. The typical reading of a deinite noun 
phrase expresses a property involving some uniquely identiied individual and 
thus clearly differs from the typical reading of an indeinite noun phrase. The 
weak reading of deinites, however, is truth-conditionally very similar to that 
of a regular indeinite. What then, if anything, does the deinite article contri-
bute to the meaning of a weak deinite?
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We pointed out earlier that if the weak construction has something close 
to the semantics of a regular indeinite, it begins to look like the deinite article 
is contributing nothing, or else (perhaps) contributes the value of an indeinite 
to the NP instead. However, the incorporation hypothesis suggests that deinite 
and indeinite articles make their normal contributions if we assume that the 
compositional structure is ARTICLE(V(N)).  That is, the semantic effect of the 
article depends upon the content of the incorporated interpretation, including 
relevant contextual material, and not just the interpretation of the noun.
As noted earlier, it is generally agreed that deiniteness has the seman-
tic effect of making reference to either discourse-old or unique or “familiar” 
entities (Heim 1982; Kadmon 1999; Roberts 2003) and that indeinites intro-
duce new and “unfamiliar” entities. So, on this account is not the train that is 
familiar (or unfamiliar), but rather the action of train-taking that is taken to be 
already known. On this view, the distinction between take the train and take a 
train should then reduce to a subtle one: whether the instance of train-taking 
is implied to be a “familiar” instance (such as something one does regularly) 
or an “unfamiliar” instance (that is, a train-taking that is outside one’s familiar 
habitual realm). Experiment 4 was designed to provide a preliminary test of 
this hypothesis by probing to see whether we could elicit a familiarity diffe-
rence between weak deinites and indeinites with nouns that can host weak 
readings in the deinite.
Twenty-four naive adult speakers of English volunteered to participate 
in the study for payment via Amazon Mechanical Turk. We created scenarios 
in which two different locations were established for a ictional “speaker,” 
with one location being their usual or home location, and another being a loca-
tion they visited less frequently. In the inal sentence of each scenario, this 
 speaking-character in a text-based narrative uttered either a weak deinite or its 
indeinite counterpart, as in the following example:
Kent lives in coastal North Carolina with his parents. One of his favorite pas-
times is collecting seashells, and he picks them up whenever he has the chance. 
Twice a year, the family travels to coastal Florida to visit his grandparents.
Kent wrote an email to his friend, saying: “I went to the beach last weekend.”
Where do you think he was? [Listed along a scale from the less to the more 
familiar location.]
 1. Deinitely in Florida 
 2. Probably in Florida 
 3. Maybe in Florida 
 4. Probably in North Carolina 
 5. Deinitely in North Carolina 
If instead he had written, “I went to a beach last weekend.” Would he be:
 1.  More likely to be in Florida
 2.  Less likely to be in Florida 
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In order to provide a concrete test we make the assumption that in a 
familiar location, activity would be more familiar.  Participants were asked to 
give their interpretation of Kent’s “utterance” using a 5-point rating scale, and 
similarly for the remaining materials. They were then presented with a version 
of the sentence with the determiner switched and asked whether this alternate 
sentence conveyed that the speaker was more or less likely to be in his seconda-
ry location. This inal two-alternative forced-choice “switch” question allowed 
us to probe participants’ intuitions about the distinction in meaning conveyed 
by the deinite versus the indeinite article when used in a weak construction. 
results. We ind a signiicant difference in responses to the irst question de-
pending on whether the initial utterance contained a deinite weak construction 
or its indeinite counterpart: the mean rating for initial weak deinites was 3.7, 
whereas the mean rating for initial weak indeinites was 3.1, indicating that 
the weak deinite was rated as denoting the activity in the more familiar, or 
primary, location. Among responses to the second “switch” question, we also 
ind a signiicant difference between those scenarios in which the switch was 
from a weak deinite to a weak indeinite, and those in which the switch was 
from a weak indeinite to a weak deinite. In the former case, participants chose 
“1” (the answer corresponding to being more likely to be in their less usual 
location) 85% of the time, while in the latter case, participants chose “1” only 
35% of the time. In other words, a shift from an indeinite to a deinite was 
interpreted as indicating the protagonist was more likely to be in the familiar 
location, whereas a shift from a deinite to an indeinite was interpreted as 
indicating that the protagonist was more likely to be in a less familiar location. 
Weak deinites and weak indeinites differed in familiarity. Taken together, 
these data suggest that participants intuit that the use of the deinite article in a weak 
deinite noun phrase conveys an element of expectedness or familiarity, while the 
use of an indeinite article with the same noun conveys a lack of familiarity or typi-
cality which pertains to the greater context of occurrence rather than the activity 
type itself. This indicates that at least some aspects of meaning typically conveyed 
by the deinite article are maintained in weak deinite noun phrases, and that while 
both weak deinites and weak indeinites convey similar enriched meanings cente-
red on conventional events or activities, they evoke subtly different interpretations 
related to the standard semantics of the deinite and the indeinite article.
4. conclusion
The experimental results clearly indicate that behavioral measures can 
distinguish the two classes of interpretations. In all this, recall that nearly any 
weakly-interpreted NP may also have a perfectly legitimate and plausible regu-
lar reading as well: in using weak deinites we were never assured that subjects 
would necessarily select that reading. Nonetheless, it appears that on many, 
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possibly most occasions, they did. The results reported are suggestive of the 
“incorporation” view insofar as the analysis highlights the event-type, but it 
does not rule out other analyses which attribute deiniteness to the NP that also 
allow for a conventional event-type reading. The result that seems more com-
pelling is the possibility of there being weak indeinites alongside weak dei-
nites. Obviously, a lot more work needs to be done to determine what exactly 
is going on with indeinites. The strongest hypothesis is that there really are 
“incorporated” indeinites alongside the “incorporated” weak deinites, but it 
does not readily give an account of why the results found in Experiment 3 
are attenuated vis-à-vis the deinites. It could be that the weak indeinites and 
regular indeinites have such similar truth-conditional interpretations, that it is 
dificult to tell them apart and hence they interfere with one another in judg-
ment tasks in a way that the deinites do not, being more easily intuitively 
distinguished in their interpretations. Or, it could conceivably be that the weak 
deinite structure interferes with weak indeinites in judgment-formulation, 
and is an epiphenomenal effect. Our Experiment 4 suggests that this is not the 
case, but clearly more work and more data, of all sorts, is welcome in trying 
to achieve clarity.
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résumé
De façon typique, les groupes nominaux déinis réfèrent à une entité identiiable 
et unique, appartenant au common ground du locuteur et de l’interlocuteur. 
Cependant, certains groupes nominaux déinis (comme l’hôpital dans Marie 
est allée à l’hôpital et Jean aussi) semblent violer la contrainte d’unicité. Nous 
présentons une série d’expériences qui portent sur cette classe de déinis. Nous 
considérons très attentivement l’hypothèse selon laquelle les interprétations 
« faibles » apparaissent dans des constructions implicitement « incorporées » 
et nous tentons de donner un début d’explication pour motiver cette hypothèse 
et mesurer ses conséquences. Nos expériences montrent que, comparés aux 
déinis standard, les déinis faibles n’ont pas besoin de référer de façon unique 
et sont très facilement associés à une lecture enrichie sémantiquement qui 
entre en concurrence avec les inférences normales qu’on pourrait tirer d’une 
telle phrase. Le résultat sans doute le plus surprenant de nos expériences est 
que les noms pouvant donner lieu à des lectures faibles semblent conserver 
certaines des propriétés caractéristiques des lectures faibles, même quand ils 
sont utilisés dans des groupes nominaux indéinis. Nous essayons d’expliquer 
cela en termes d’incorporation. 
mots-clés
Article déini, incorporation, déini faible, référence faible, sémantique, 
pragmatique.
